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Abstract

Solar cells on hydro power plants

Johan Lenner

Parts of the auxiliary power systems at Fortum's hydro power stations are using
direct current, which is fed from the generators at the plant and converted by
rectifiers. As photovoltaic solar cells produce direct current there are several
hypothetical advantages to use solar power for the auxiliary power supply, e.g.
enabling more of the power from the generator to be sold to the grid. It eliminates
the need of an inverter, conversion losses are avoided and less load is put on the
rectifiers. However the exclusion of an inverter also prevents the solar cells to have a
direct connection to the grid, which in turn makes them ineligible for the Swedish
governmental solar power investment support program. The lesser load on the
rectifiers will not affect their lifetime according to manufacturers and thus achieves no
economic gain. Avoiding conversion losses will increase the gain from the produced
electricity by enabling even more power to be sold to the grid. The economic gain
from avoiding conversion losses is however too small to gain any feasibility in a small
solar power installation at a hydro power plant, as the small size will make it
expensive in terms of investment per Wp.
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POPULÄRVETENSKAPLIG SAMMANFATTNING 

För delar av lokalkraftsbehovet på Fortums vattenkraftsstationer runt om i Sverige används 

likströmssystem som idag matas med kraft från kraftverkets generator och sedan likriktas. Dessa 

delar av lokalkraftsbehovet består av olika säkerhets-, övervaknings- och manöverfunktioner, så 

som att driva nivåmätare och slå ifrån reläer.  

 

Eftersom solceller producerar likström finns flera hypotetiska fördelar med att installera solceller 

vid vattenkraftverken för att använda till deras lokalkraftsbehov och låta motsvarande mängd el från 

generatorn säljas till nätet istället. En växelriktare, som används i konventionella installationer och 

som står för en betydande del av inköps- och installationskostnaderna, skulle inte behövas. 

Likriktarna utsätts för mindre last och omvandlingsförluster kan undvikas. De batterier som redan 

finns på kraftverken skulle i viss mån också kunna användas för att utnyttja överskottsproduktion 

från solcellerna. Dessutom skulle solcellerna i sig kunna bidra med backupkraft vid ett 

strömavbrott, samt att en satsning på solel kan ge positiv publicitet för företaget. 

 

Närmare undersökning av dessa möjliga fördelar har dock visat att flera av dem inte blir någon 

fördel i praktiken. Utan direkt koppling till elnätet, vilket för solceller kräver en växelriktare, kan 

man inte ta del av statens investeringsstöd för solceller, vilket motsvarar ungefär lika stor del av 

kostnaden som en växelriktare skulle göra. Att likriktarna belastas mindre kommer enligt en 

tillverkare inte att påverka livslängden och därmed utgör inte det någon besparing. Det kommer inte 

heller finnas möjlighet att samanvända stationernas energimätare som används som grund för 

elcertifikatstilldelning, men baserat på andra fall kan det eventuellt vara möjligt att få elcertifikat 

tilldelat utifrån beräknad produktion. Den enda säkra fördelen är därmed de undvikna 

omvandlingsförlusterna, vilket ökar nyttan av solcellernas elproduktionen med drygt 11 % givet 90 

% verkningsgrad i likriktarna.  

 

På de åtta undersökta vattenkraftsstationerna med produktion från 6,6 till 44 MW är kraftbehoven i 

likströmssystemen 0,5 - 1,2 kW. Även om de redan existerande stationsbatterierna i viss mån kan 

hjälpa till att utnyttja mer av solenergin blir de optimala storlekarna på solcellsinstallationerna små. 

Det drar upp priset per installerad modul, både för inköp och arbetskostnad, och tillsammans med 

det låga elpriset gör det att en sådan installation inte kan betala sig, trots den extra nyttan av de 

minskade omvandlingsförlusterna. 

 

En kombination av stationer med större lokalkraftsbehov, högre elpris och minskade 

marknadspriser för solceller skulle behövas för att göra det lönsamt med solceller för 

vattenkraftverks lokala likströmssystem.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Parts of the auxiliary power systems at Fortum's hydro power stations are using direct current, 

which is fed from the generators at the plant and converted by rectifiers. As photovoltaic solar cells 

produce direct current there are several hypothetical advantages to use solar power for the auxiliary 

power supply, enabling more of the power from the generator to be sold to the grid. It eliminates the 

need of an inverter, conversion losses are avoided and less load is put on the rectifiers. The 

economic gain is however too small to gain any feasibility in a small solar power installation of the 

studied type at a hydro power plant.  
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1  INTRODUCTION 

Parts of the auxiliary power at Fortum's hydro power plants is provided as DC power, fed from the 

generator and the power grid and converted by a rectifier. Together with batteries so called 

uninterruptable power systems are created. As solar cells produce DC power there are several 

potential advantages of using solar cells to directly feed the DC systems for auxiliary power use at 

the hydro power plants. 

 

1.1  Purpose of the thesis 

While there may be technical advantages in using solar cells for the auxiliary power at hydro power 

stations, it should also be economically feasible to be of any practical interest. The purpose of this 

thesis is to quantify the costs and benefits involved in such and try to determine in which cases, if 

any, it could be feasible. 

 

1.2  About Fortum corporation 

Fortum Corporation was created in 1998 from a merge between the Finnish national oil company 

Neste Oy and the power company Imatran Voima Oy (IVO). Since then the oil interests have been 

put into a separate company and sold, and the main focus of Fortum today is hydro power, nuclear 

power and co-generation plants. The main markets are Sweden, Finland, Russia, Poland and the 

Baltics, while there is a development of solar interests in India.  

 

Fortum has a vision of a society where solar, hydro, wind, ocean and geothermal power together 

with biofuels are the central parts of the energy system. They call this a "Solar economy", as all 

power comes directly or indirectly from the sun (except for some special cases of geothermal 

power). 
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2  BACKGROUND 

2.1  Solar power and photovoltaics 

A solar cell is a photovoltaic device that utilize the energy in light to create direct electric current. 

They are made of semiconducting materials, often silicon, exhibiting the photovoltaic effect. 

Incoming photons excite electrons in the valence band of the material so that they jump to the 

conduction band, leaving an electron hole in the valence band. This pair of charge carriers would 

quickly recombine unless they are separated. The separation is achieved through an electric field, 

created by the so called pn-junction (Hoffmann & Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg & Bowden). 

 

If the semiconductor material is doped with a material with one more valence electron it becomes n-

type semiconductor material as there will be an excess of electrons. Doping with a material with 

one less valence electron will make it a p-type semiconductor material with an excess of electron 

holes. In the case of silicon, which is a group IV element, doping with group V elements, e.g. 

boron, will create n-type semiconductor material while doping with group III elements, e.g. 

phosphorus, will create p-type semiconductor material (Hoffmann & Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg 

& Bowden). 

 

By joining n-type and p-type semiconductor materials a pn-junction is formed. Electron holes will 

diffuse from the p-side to the n-side and electrons will diffuse from the n-side to the p-side. The ion 

cores are however fixed in the crystal lattice of the material and cannot move, so the diffusion of 

electron and holes will expose negative ion cores in the p-side and positive ion cores in the n-side, 

which creates an electric field between the materials (Hoffmann & Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg & 

Bowden). 

 

As incoming light excites electrons to the conduction band, leaving an electron hole in the valence 

band, the electric field will separate them and keep them from recombining. They will still seek to 

recombine however, and if the front and the base of the solar cell are connected together the 

electron will flow through this external circuit, creating a direct current, to reach the other side of 

the solar cell where it can recombine (Hoffmann & Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg & Bowden). 

 

Under ideal short-circuit conditions, electrons exit the cell without hindrance. This maximizes the 

current but as there is no build-up of charge in the cell, there is no voltage and thus no power. This 

short-circuit current, often denoted Isc is the maximal current of the solar cell. During open-circuit 

conditions carriers have nowhere to go and charge will build in the cell, maximizing the voltage but 

disabling any current. Similarly to short-circuit conditions there will be no power produced. The 

open-circuit voltage is the maximum voltage of the solar cell and is often denoted Voc (Hoffmann & 

Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg & Bowden). 

 

What happens more precisely when light-generated carriers are prevented from leaving the cell is 

that there is an increase of electrons on the n-side and of holes on the p-side, which reduces the 

electric field and thus the current, but at the same time a voltage is created. This goes on to the point 

where the voltage is large enough to overcome the obstacle. This is often presented in an IV-curve, 

where the current of the cell is a function of the voltage (Hoffmann & Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg 

& Bowden). 
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Figure 1: IV-curve and PV-curve, Source: Honsberg & Bowden, pveducation.org 

The power curve of the solar cell will start at zero, representing the short-circuited cell where there 

is no voltage, follow an upwards slope to a single maximum point and then turn downwards and 

reach zero again at a point representing the open-circuited cell, where there is no current. Beyond 

the two zero points the solar cell would consume power, which can happen if it is connected to a 

power source such as a battery. The power as a function of the voltage is often presented in a PV-

curve. Figure 1 shows schematic IV- and PV-curves. (Hoffmann & Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg & 

Bowden).  

 

The output current of a solar cell depends on the amount of electrons collected in the cell, and thus 

on the total area of the cell. The voltage is not dependent on the amount of electrons collected and 

thus it will not change with the size of the cell. To avoid resistive losses cells are often made small 

and then connected in series on a module to get an output with low current and high voltage 

(Hoffmann & Goetzberger, 2005; Honsberg & Bowden). 

 

2.1.1  Optimal placement 

The output current of a solar cell is dependent on the amount of electrons collected, and since an 

electron needs to be hit by a photon to get excited to the conducion band the current is directly 

dependent on the amount of photons hitting the cell. The amount of photons hitting the cell is a 

geometric function of the incident angle which is maximized when the normal of the solar cell 

plane is directed straight towards the sun. Some solar power systems are equipped with single or 

dual axis solar trackers to maximize production. Without tracking the optimal placement for 

maximized production over the year in most of Sweden is with 42 ° tilt from the horizontal plane 

and directed straight south. How different tilts and directions affects total production in Sweden is 

shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: The influence of tilt and direction on solar power production in Sweden, Source: Bäckbro et al, Implementering av 
solceller i Funbo, Uppsala Universitet 

2.1.2  Performance 

Commercial solar cell modules currently have efficiencies in the range of 15 - 17 % at standard test 

conditions (STC, defined as 1000 W/m
2
, 1.5 AM spectrum [explained below] and 25° C) and thus 

have 150 - 170 Wp per m
2
. Conditions during summer in Sweden are often close to STC. As a rule 

of thumb, optimally placed solar cells in Sweden will produce 1 kWh yearly per Wp and vary 

according to Figure 2 if placed suboptimal. 

 

The air and chemicals in the atmosphere attenuates the light, which affects certain wavelengths 

more than others. Therefor the spectrum of the irradiance depends on the distance through the 

atmosphere that the light has travelled. The unit air mass (AM), where 1 AM is the zenith path 

length through the atmosphere to the sea level, is often used to describe the distance the light has 

travelled through atmosphere. The spectrum at 1.5 AM is used for all testing and corresponds to a 

solar zenith angle of 48.2° (Honsberg & Bowden). 

 

2.1.3  Building permits 

Whether or not a building permit is needed for putting up solar cells differs between municipalities. 

There are generally different local legislations depending on if the site is within detailed planned 

areas (i.e. typically towns and cities) or not and if the module frames are placed lying on the roof or 

set in an angle to the roof. The need for building permits in different situations, derived from 

different municipalities official information on the matter, is presented in Table 1 below. 
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Table 1: Likelihood of needing a building permit 

 Directly on 
roof 

Tilted 
frame 

Within detailed 
planned area 

Sometimes Highly 
likely 

Outside detailed 
planned area 

Unlikely Sometimes 

 

2.2  Uninterruptable power supply 

In many operations it is important to have a constant power supply. To make sure the operations are 

not affected by interruptions in their normal power supply such operations often have so called 

uninterruptable power supply (UPS) systems, sometimes just called uninterruptable power systems. 

There is a secondary power source such as a battery instantly supplying power if the primary source 

fails, so that there is no interruption in the power supply. As batteries use DC-power the UPS 

includes a battery charging rectifier and if the load runs on AC, an inverter to convert the battery 

power from DC to AC. There may also be a second back-up power supply, such as a diesel 

generator (Jörstad, 2015; Egnell, 2015; Bjerhag, 2015). 

 

At Fortum's hydro power plants UPS systems are used to make sure there is always a power supply 

to safety and monitoring operations in the plant. These auxiliary power systems use DC and are fed 

by the grid and the hydro power generator at the plant (Bjerhag, 2015). Figure 3 shows the auxiliary 

power system at Frykfors hydro power station, as it would be with solar cells connected to the DC 

system. A loss of power to the DC system in a hydro power plant could in the worst case lead to 

severe accidents such as fire, turbine blowout or dam breakage. A recent example is an accident at 

the hydro power station Hästberga in 2010. A combination of faults in the turbine and the DC 

system led to increased water levels, which ultimately broke the dam. 
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Figure 3: Schematic view of the auxiliary power system at Frykfors hydro power station 

 

2.2.1  Batteries 

All Fortum's hydro power plants are equipped with lead acid batteries for back-up power to the 

auxiliary DC systems. In theory these batteries could be used together with solar cells to even out 

production and store energy from times of excess solar power production. The cyclic charging and 

discharging associated with such use will however shorten the battery lifetime. How many cycles 

they can handle depend on the depth of the discharging (GNB Industrial Power, 2014). This relation 

is shown for batteries of the Classic OpZS brand of lead acid batteries in Figure 4. 

 

PL1 = Power line 1 (grid) 

T1 = Transformer 1 (3.3 MVA) 

G1 = Generator 1 (3 MVA) 

LT1 = Local transformer 1 (200 kVA) 

R1, R2 =  Rectifier 1 & 2 

SC1, SC2 = Solar cells 

Batt 1, Batt 2 = Batteries 
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Figure 4: The relation between depth of discharge and number of cycles in lead acid batteries of the Classic OpZS brand, Source: 
GNB Industrial Power 

 

According to the general technical requirements for DC systems at Fortum's hydro power plants 

(2012), batteries should be dimensioned to withstand a minimum of 12 hours power supply 

downtime and be able to handle a load that is 30 % larger than the installation's total load when 

installed. When there are two batteries they should have the same capacity, dimensioned after the 

battery with the larger load. 

 

Lead acid batteries are optimally long term charged at a cell voltage of 2.23 V (Axelsson, 1983). 

Fortum use 54 cell batteries when connected to 110 V systems, giving an optimal charge voltage of 

120.4 V, and 108 cell batteries when connected to 220 V systems, giving an optimal charge voltage 

of 240.8 V. 

 

The capacity of a battery is given in Ampere hours (Ah) and is given by its performance over 10 

hours of constant load. I.e. an 80 Ah battery can give 8 A for 10 hours. The capacity is lesser for 

higher currents and greater for lower currents (Axelsson, 1983). 

 

The functions coupled to the batteries can be divided into manoeuvre functions, safety functions 

and power functions. In general there is a mix of all three types of functions coupled to each 

battery. Unless otherwise stated, the batteries mentioned in the report are coupled to a mix of 

functions. The DC-systems are generally divided into subcircuits commonly called subs, usually 

with one battery per sub. An example, although with two batteries and three subs, is shown in 

Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Example of direct current power system with two batteries and three subs, Source: Fortum 
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2.2.2  Solar UPS extension 

To safely connect solar modules to a UPS system a component often called solar UPS extender is 

used. This component consists of power electronics and a microcomputer which can prioritize the 

input from the solar cells over that of the grid and generator (via the rectifier), so the solar power is 

used as much as possible for power supply and battery charging. The precise function may be 

programmed upon the needs and wishes of the user. The solar UPS extender will also prevent the 

solar cells from consuming power from the batteries at times of no light. It will also protect the 

solar cells from faults in the UPS system and vice versa (Zimmermann, 2015). 
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3  PROBLEM FORMULATION 

The solar cell market is growing fast but it is still tough to achieve economic gain for companies 

investing in solar power. Through a number of perceived advantages compared to conventional 

installations it is theorized that solar cells at hydro power stations may achieve better feasibility. 

These advantages are: 

 No need for an inverter, reducing costs and conversion losses. 

 Less use of rectifiers, reducing conversion losses and possibly extending the lifetime of the 

rectifiers. 

 There are already batteries at the hydro power plants that to some extent may be used for 

storing excess production. 

As any solar power installation they could also be subject to investment support from the 

government and the production can give green electricity certificates. The problem at hand is to 

quantify the costs and benefits involved to see if there would be any feasibility, and if so, at what 

conditions at the hydro power stations.  

3.1  Scope of study 

Eight hydro power stations were included in the study and were chosen for their location, size and 

proximity to Fortum offices. They range from 6.6 up to 42 MW in size. Battery size, local load and 

options for module placement were studied at these locations. 

 
Table 2: Studied plants 

Unit Size [MW] River 

Forshaga 6.6 Klarälven 
Dejefors 20 Klarälven 
Frykfors 5.2 Norsälven 
Rottnen 20 Lake Rottnen 
Untra 42 Dalälven 
Avestaforsen 23.5 Dalälven 
Avesta 
Storfors 

15 Dalälven 

Avesta Lillfors 21 Dalälven 

3.1.1  Utility areas 

The results of the study are valid for all hydro power plants located in Sweden and having similar 

power setups, i.e. direct current UPS with lead acid batteries. The feasibility tool works for any 

location with similar irradiance, e.g. Finland, although it may need to be adjusted for local 

subsidies. 
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4  VISITED HYDRO POWER PLANTS 

Four hydro power plants were visited in the Karlstad region and four were visited along Dalälven. 

Those were Forshaga and Dejefors located along Klarälven, Frykfors along Norsälven and the 

underground station Rottnen at Lake Rottnen, as well as Untra, Avestaforsen, Avesta Storfors and 

Avesta Lillfors at Dalälven. They all have differing local conditions for solar power production, 

such as available roof areas, azimuth, tilt and shadowing objects. They also differ in terms of 

battery capacity, number of battery packs, load on the DC systems and distance from a connection 

point in the DC system to available areas for solar cells. Thus they are highly individual in their 

outlooks for solar cell feasibility.  

4.1  Forshaga 

 
Figure 6: Forshaga station, view from southeast 

The first hydro power plant at Forshaga was built in 1872, when eight turbines where installed to 

power the pulp grinders at the paper mill. Present production at Forshaga is 7.7 MW, from three 

generators fed by two propeller turbines installed in 1950 and one Kaplan turbine installed in 1988, 

all located on the southeast side of the river. Forshaga is currently the southernmost hydro power 

plant at Klarälven. 

 

The plant has a dual battery group setup for its DC-system, with each group consisting of nine 

battery packs with 12 V rated voltage and 80 Ah capacity each. The current batteries were installed 

in 2008. The batteries and rectifiers are located one level below ground level. The load of the DC 

system is shown partly on an analogous meter and partly on a digital meter and from those readings 
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the base load is estimated to 5.7 A at 120.4 V, with 3.9 A on sub1 and 1.8 A on sub2, which is 

confirmed by local notes.  There is also a separate setup with four 24 V battery packs which is used 

to supply the PLCs. 

 

The main body of the building has a high roof, with low tilt towards southwest. A part of the 

building, used for salmon breeding, has a lower roof with equal tilt and azimuth of the roof. The 

building is depicted in Figure 6. There are no shadowing objects nearby.  

4.2  Dejefors 

 
Figure 7: Newer part of Dejefors station, view from the northwest 

The next upstream hydro power plant from Forshaga is Dejefors, a 21.8 MW plant with four 

turbines. Two propeller turbines and one Francis turbine are located in the older buildings on the 

left (north) side of the river and a Kaplan turbine is located in the newer buildings on the right 

(south) side of the river.  

 

According to Fortum's documentation there are DC systems with dual battery setups in both 

buildings. However, the batteries in the older building were not found during the visit. The battery 

groups in the newer building consists of nine battery packs with 12 V rated voltage and 80 Ah 

capacity each. The batteries were replaced in July 2000. There are analogous meters showing 

current load of the DC systems, with 2.6 A on sub1 and 1.8 A on sub2 for a total base load of 4.4 A 

at 120.4 V, which is confirmed by local notes. 
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The newer building has segments of different height, some of about four meters and some of about 

eight meters. The roofs are tilted about 20 degrees towards east and west. There are no shadowing 

objects nearby. The roof of the older building is tilted about 20 degrees towards southwest. 

However there is a power line tower just south of the building which causes shadowing. 

 

 
Figure 8: Older part of Dejefors station, view from the south 

4.3  Rottnen 

Rottnen is an underground station fed by the outflow from nearby Lake Rottnen, with a single 20 

MW generator driven by a single Kaplan turbine. The plant has a dual battery group setup for its 

DC-system, with each group consisting of nine battery packs with 12 V rated voltage and 92 Ah 

capacity. The batteries were replaced in April and May 2014. The load of the DC system was 6.4 A 

at 120.4 V, with 3.2 A each on sub1 and sub2, at the study visits. These loads are not confirmed to 

be base loads though it is likely considering the size of the station. 

 

There is a small house with dressing rooms and a kitchen area close to the access tunnel entrance 

and the transformer yard. The house has a steeply tilted roof to the southeast. There are no objects 

in the area shadowing the roof. There is also some unoccupied ground area around the house and 

the transformer yard, where there are no other shadowing objects than the house and the 

transformer themselves. 
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Figure 9: House at Rottnen station, view from the east 

 
Figure 10: Transformer at Rottnen station 
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4.4  Frykfors 

 
Figure 11: Main building at Frykfors station, view from the south 

Located in Norsälven is the 5.2 MW hydro power plant Frykfors with two Kaplan turbines in 

separate buildings. The newer turbine is in the main building and was installed in 2010. This is 

currently Fortum's most recent hydro installation in the area.  

 

There is a single battery setup in the DC-system at the main building, with nine battery packs with 

12 V rated voltage and 100 Ah capacity. These batteries have been  in place since the start of 

operations in 2010. The setup in the older building is similar though with smaller containers at 62 

Ah capacity, which were installed in December 2010. The loads of the DC-systems were 4 and 2.4 

A in the main and older building respectively upon the study visit, at 120.4 V in both systems. The 

loads are not confirmed to be the base loads though it is likely considering the size of the station. 

 

The main building at the station has a roof tilted approximately 35 degrees to the south. There are 

elevated tree lines from the northeast to the east-southeast and from the northwest to the west-

southwest which even in summertime will shadow the roofs during early and late hours of the day. 

The older building is more to the west and will thus be more affected by the trees to the west and 

less of those to the east compared to the main building. The roof of the old building is less tilted, 

about 5 degrees, also to the south.  
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Figure 12: Tree line to the east of Frykfors station 

 
Figure 13: Tree line to the west of Frykfors station 
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4.5  Untra 

 
Figure 14: Untra station, view from the south of intake canal wall 

Untra is an old station from 1918 with five double Francis turbines giving a total output power of 

42 MW.  

 

The station has two dual battery setups, where one is back-up power for the main DC-system just 

like in other stations. The other is part of an older setup where they act as power batteries connected 

to DC-powered functions for G1-G3, such as quick feeders for the excitation of G1-G3 and feeding 

the motors for operating the intake gates. The latter are set to be taken out of use once those 

turbines are renovated or taken out of service and thus they will not be further considered in this 

thesis. The battery for the main DC system is set in two groups of 36 packs with 6 V rated voltage 

each and 200 Ah capacity. The current batteries were put in place in 2009 and 2010. The load of the 

DC system is 2.5 A at 240.8 V, according to readings done at the study visit. It is unconfirmed 

whether or not this is the base load of the system, although a smaller base load is unlikely. 

 

Due to the building's age and historical value there are severe restrictions on how the roofs and 

outer walls may be altered. Putting solar cells on the roofs will therefore not be a possibility. There 

are however plans to refit the station with new turbines G1-G3 and put up a new structure close to 

the intake. This new structure, which may be made of glass, can potentially be a platform for the 

solar cells. However, the rebuilding plans are not finalized as of yet. There is also plenty of area on 

the slope of the  south side of the intake canal where there is no considerable shadowing and where 

solar cells might be placed. 
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4.6  Avestaforsen 

 
Figure 15: Avestaforsen station, view from the south 

The newest of three closely grouped hydro power stations in the city of Avesta, Avestaforsen has a 

single Kaplan turbine with 23.5 MW rated power. Taken into use in 2007 the station is one of the 

newer in the area. The Avestaforsen station replaced the older Månsbo station in the same location 

on the left (north) side of the river. 

 

The plant has a dual battery group setup for its DC-system, with each group consisting of nine 

packs with 12 V rated voltage and 150 Ah capacity. Documentation is lacking, though there is 

nothing to suggest the batteries have been replaced since station was built. The total load of the DC 

system was 8.5 A at 120.4 V at the study visit, with 4.6 A on sub1 and 3.9 A on sub2. It is 

unconfirmed if this is the base load of the system. 

 

The roof of the building is arched which may make an installation of solar cells challenging. The 

roof is tilted to the east and west, why solar cells may be better suited on the southern wall. There is 

no considerable shadowing for this wall. Just downstream of the station building are some areas 

within the property, visible on the right in Figure 15 above, where solar cells could be installed. 

With frameworks they could easily be put in the optimal tilt and azimuth. There will however be 

some shadowing from the station building, although it will be less significant the further to the 

south (closer to the water) the modules are put. 
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4.7  Avesta Storfors 

 
Figure 16: Avesta Storfors station, view from the southwest 

Across the river from the Avestaforsen station is the older 15 MW Avesta Storfors station with 

three Kaplan turbines from the 1930's. The DC system at the station has a dual battery setup with 

each group consisting of 18 battery packs with 12 V rated voltage each and 100 Ah capacity. The 

batteries are from 2010. The load of the system was 2.4 A at 240.8 V at the study visit, with 0.1 A 

on sub1 and 2.3 A on sub2. It is unconfirmed if this is the base load of the system, although it is 

unlikely it would be any smaller. 

 

The roof of the main building is tilted to the east and west, with a small part tilted to the south. The 

roof of the lower part of the building is tilted to the west. All tilts are approximately 30 degrees. 

Chimney like structures on the main roof will shadow some of the lower roof as well as a small 

parts of the main roof, although not the part facing the south.  

 

However, the building is set to be protected for its historical and cultural value, which will also rule 

out solar cell installations on the building and its immediate vicinity. It may still be of interest for a 

theoretical discussion and in order to provide more data. 
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4.8  Avesta Lillfors 

 
Figure 17: Avesta Lillfors station, view from the southwest 

A few hundred meters downstream from Avestaforsen and Avesta Storfors, and visible from those 

stations, is the Avesta Lillfors hydro power plant. The station is from the early 1980's and has two 

bulb turbines giving a total power of 21 MW. 

 

The plant has a dual battery group setup for its DC-system, with each group consisting of nine 

battery packs with 12 V rated voltage each and 100 Ah capacity. The batteries were last changed in 

2006 according to Fortum documentation. The total load of the DC system was 6.6 A at 120.4 V 

during the study visit, with 3.0 A on sub1 and 3.6 A on sub2. It is unconfirmed if this is the base 

load of the system, although it is likely considering the size of the station. 

 

The roof of the station building is tilted approximately 20 degrees to the east and west. Adjacent 

lamp posts will shadow small parts of the western roof. There are no other shadowing objects. 
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4.9  Summary 

Table 3: Summary of visited HP plants 

  
Voltage 

Total DC 
base load 

Battery 
systems 

Battery 
capacity 

Roof 
tilt 

Roof 
azimuth 

Forshaga 120.4 V 3.9 + 1.8 A 2 80 Ah 10° SW 
Dejefors 120.4 V 2.6 + 1.8 A 2 80 Ah 20° W & E 
Rottnen 120.4 V 3.2 + 3.2 A 2 92 Ah 45° SE 
Frykfors  
(new / old) 

120.4 V 4.0 / 2.4 A 1 / 1 100 / 62 
Ah 

35°/ 5° S/S 

Untra 240.8 V 2.5 + 2.5 A 2 200 Ah 40° S 
Avestaforsen 120.4 V 4.6 + 3.9 A 2 150 Ah 90° / 

40° 
S/S 

Avesta Storfors 240.8 V 0.1 + 2.3 A 2 100 Ah 30° S 
Avesta Lillfors 120.4 V 3.0 + 3.6 A 2 100 Ah 20° W & E 

 

 

4.10  Comparison to Fortum's largest Swedish hydro power plant 

The Krångede hydro power plant in Jämtland is in terms of produced energy the largest hydro 

power plant in Sweden operated by Fortum. The total DC load there is 30 A at 240.8 V and the 

batteries have a capacity of 310 Ah. While other plants may have larger DC systems there should 

not be any that are notably larger than at Krångede.  
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5  METHOD FOR COSTS AND BENEFITS CALCULATIONS 

A model for feasibility was created by calculating the costs and benefits involved and putting these 

as parameters in a spreadsheet to calculate the internal rate of return (IRR) from the modelled 

yearly cash flows. The IRR is a way to measure the profitability of investments and is defined as 

the rate of return that makes the net present value of the same string of cash flow equal zero. Hence 

it is the r that makes  

 

𝑁𝑃𝑉 = ∑
𝐶𝑛

(1 + 𝑟)𝑛

𝑁

𝑛=0

= 0 

 

true for a given series of cash flows. Here NPV is the net present value, n a positive integer, N the 

total number of periods and Cn the cash flow of the period. IRR does not incorporate environmental 

factors such as inflation, hence why it is called internal. Microsoft Excel has an IRR-formula 

(IRR(values;[guess])) which calculates the IRR numerically and which have been used in this 

project. The choice of IRR as measurement is by instruction from Fortum feasibility analyst 

Atishay Jain and is a common way to measure the return on investments.  

 

The data from the eight locations formed a base case from where the parameters were then changed 

to investigate the sensitivity of the results. The model includes investment cost, operation and 

maintenance costs, yearly production, electricity price, savings from reduced conversion losses, 

subsidies and savings from extended rectifier lifetime, as further explained below. 

5.1  Costs 

Fortum has an exclusivity agreement with the retailer Kraftpojkarna for purchasing solar modules. 

As their prices are in line with those from other Swedish retailers only their quoted prices were used 

in the cost calculations, with no further regard given to prices from other retailers. As the solar 

modules would be connected to a DC system no inverter was included in the price quote.  For 

example, the cost of the components for a 0.5 kW system would be 5300 SEK, while components 

for a 2 KW system would cost 13 700 SEK. The work cost is quoted to 6 000 - 10 000 SEK per 

installation, depending on conditions on site but does not depend on the size of the installation for 

the sizes considered. 

 

These modules are guaranteed maintenance free and when set at 20° tilt or higher rain will be 

enough to keep them clean. After consultation with Pontus Egnell at Fortum, it was assumed there 

would be no other operation or maintenance costs introduced by installing solar modules to the DC 

system. Operation and maintenance costs were therefor neglected. 

 

The cost of the solar UPS extender, a component needed to connect the solar modules to the 

existing UPS system, was set to double the average market price in order to cover the extra cost for 

having them made to specification. The lifetime have been assumed to be 25 years. 

 

It is assumed that cable losses are of equal amount from the generator to the rectifiers as it would be 

from the solar modules to the solar UPS extender. Therefor using solar modules would not present a 

net change in cable losses. 
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5.2  Benefits 

5.2.1  Electricity production 

The possible electricity production from solar cells at different conditions was simulated with the 

PolySun software, which gives hourly production over a full year. The software has a catalogue of 

brands and models which includes the specific model, the ECSOLAR 250P, that would be bought 

from Kraftpojkarna. Production was simulated for Uppsala weather data, which in terms of 

irradiance is very similar to the locations in Värmland and Dalarna. While the weather may differ 

between the locations in individual years it will be so similar over the course of 25 years that such 

locational differences can be neglected. For easy scaling in the following simulations the production 

was simulated for a 1 kW installation. Conditions for the different locations are presented in Table 

3 and complete simulation data is available in Appendix C. 

 

As there would be no direct connection between the solar modules and the electric grid, any 

electricity that would not be used to feed the DC system or charge the batteries would be of no 

benefit. In order to investigate how much of the production that could be used, MATLAB scripts 

were written to compare the production from different installation sizes to local loads and battery 

capacities at each of the studied plants. Only the constant base load was considered, as the other 

loads that occur are of short durations of time that they, in terms of energy which is the interesting 

factor here, could be neglected. 

 

Simulated installation sizes went from 0.5 to 4 kW in steps of 0.25 kW, corresponding to 2 up to 16 

modules. The operation criteria were set the following way 

- if the base load is larger than the production, all the production will feed the 

system and be counted as useful, 

- if the production is larger than the load and the batteries are fully charged, only the 

amount of production equal to the load is counted as useful, 

- or if the production is larger than the load and the batteries are not fully charged, 

the amount of production equal to the load plus the excess production that is then 

used to charge the batteries are counted as useful. 

 

The charging and discharging efficiencies were both set to 92 %, for a 85 % total efficiency. In 

reality charging and discharging efficiencies may differ with temperature and cell voltage, though 

these differences are considered negligible in this case. Two different criteria for allowed minimum 

charge in the batteries were tested. One was at 80 % of maximum charge, which is a depth of 

discharge that would not shorten the lifetime of the batteries. The other was set from the formal 

safety requirement of being able to produce a voltage high enough to complete the heaviest task in 

the system once after 12 hours of downtime. This cell voltage occurs at just under 10 % of the 

batteries remaining capacity. In order to maximize the use of the solar modules as well as avoiding 

unnecessary complexity in the calculations it was assumed that the net of battery self-discharge and 

charging of the batteries from the generator and grid would be zero at any moment. 

 

The amount of used solar electricity for each system size at each location was then compared to the 

quoted prices for the different sizes, to give a cost optimized system size at each location. The script 

also takes the degradation of solar cells over time into account, with an assumed degradation of 1 % 

each year.  
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5.2.2  Reduced conversion losses 

There are losses when converting AC power from the generator (or grid) to DC power for the DC 

system. The power that would otherwise be lost in the rectifier would be enabled to be sold to the 

grid instead. As per information from the manufacturer the efficiency of the rectifier is 90 %. As  

 

𝑃𝐴𝐶 ∙ 𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟 = 𝑃𝐷𝐶 

 

can be rewritten as 

 

𝑃𝐴𝐶 =
𝑃𝐷𝐶

𝜂𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑒𝑟
=

𝑃𝐷𝐶

0.9
= 𝑃𝐷𝐶 ∙ 1.11 … 

 

where PAC is the power of the alternating current fed to the rectifier, ηrectifier is the efficiency of the 

rectifier and PDC is the power of the direct current, it is given that for every kWh used from the solar 

cells, 1.11 kWh from the generator can be sold to the grid. Thus 11 % more energy is gained due to 

avoided conversion losses. 

 

5.2.3  Green electricity certificate 

Since 2003 Swedish producers of renewable energy can apply to get green electricity certificates for 

their production. Approved production site receives a certificate for every MWh produced for up to 

15 years, though no longer than until 2035. It is normally required to have measurement equipment 

and authorized personnel reading and reporting, which would likely cost more than the worth of the 

certificates in such a small system as the considered ones. It may however be possible to receive 

certificates based on a model calculation of production for such small systems. Therefor income 

from certificates sales have been treated as uncertain, with either zero income or last year's average 

price of 200 SEK per certificate used. Future certificate prices are uncertain as they are decided by 

the market. For simplicity, a constant price have been used in the cases where green electricity 

certificates are awarded. 

 

5.2.4  Rectifier lifetime 

The cost of a rectifier module is in the area of 40 000 SEK. If the lifetime of the rectifiers were to 

be extended from the lesser use when instead feeding the DC system with solar power it could 

provide a large avoided cost. However, according to a manufacturer the lifetime of the rectifiers 

would not be extended by lesser use. Rather they are built for a fixed lifetime of 10 years of use 

regardless of the load put on them (as long as it is within the rated current). Therefor no savings on 

the rectifiers were included in the base case. Fortum staff do however believe the lifetime could be 

extended and therefor such a scenario was included in the sensitivity analysis, which is further 

elaborated on in 5.4 Sensitivity analysis. 

 

5.2.5  Investment support 

The Swedish government runs a solar cell support program with investment support to new 

installations. The program is administrated by the Swedish Energy Agency and covers 30 % of the 
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investment for installations with approved applications. One of the criteria is that excess power can 

be fed to the grid. This would not be the case with the intended technical setup and it has been 

confirmed by staff at the Energy Agency that such installation would not be eligible for the 

investment support. The extra cost involved in having the solar modules connected to the grid, i.e. 

purchasing and installing an inverter, is quoted to 8600 SEK. Taking inverter lifetime of 10 years 

into account this would make up as much as or more than 30 % of the total investment for all 

considered installations, as well as further increasing the complexity of the system. Thus no 

investment support was added to the model. 

 

5.2.6  Integrating solar modules in roofs and walls 

Integrating solar modules with a roof or wall when building a new station or rebuilding an old 

station (rather than mounting them on top of an existing roof) may considerably cut costs further. 

The modules would then be part of the construction, as a sort of substitute material for a roof or 

wall, and less conventional building material would be needed. If so, the cost of the equivalent 

conventional building material could be deducted from the cost of the solar power installation and 

allocated to the building cost instead. The building and rebuilding of stations were however found 

to be so rare with Fortum's hydro power stations that they have not been considered further in this 

project. 

 

5.2.7  Back-up power 

In case of a power outage the solar modules could extend the uptime of the UPS, depending on the 

weather conditions. However, if the downtime occurs at a time when the batteries are not fully 

charged the time without power that they could handle would be shorter. Thus the proposed solar 

power installation would make back-up times more unreliable. Also, the batteries in most stations 

are already over dimensioned and there is no immediate need to extend back-up times. Thus no 

costs can be allocated to the extension of back-up time.   

 

5.2.8  Replacing diesel generators 

It has been considered whether or not solar cells with batteries may replace the diesel generators 

used for back-up power in larger plants, i.e. installing solar cells instead of buying a new diesel 

generator when an old generator has to be replaced. The unreliability of the production from solar 

cells combined with low production during winter without possibilities for seasonal energy storage 

were considered too large obstacles to further investigate this possibility. 

 

5.3  Feasibility tool 

In order to get a quick estimation of the feasibility for locations and conditions beyond those 

investigated in this project, a spreadsheet tool was made that calculates IRR, net result and net 

present value from a set of changeable parameters such as price of electricity, size of system, capital 

expenditure and more. This tool is made for Fortum to keep and is found in Appendix A. 

 

The tool is made for easy use with no requirement of solar power knowledge for the user. While 

there are more parameters to change for advanced users, a normal user will only need to put in size 
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and cost of the system, its tilt and direction and the price of electricity and green electricity 

certificates for a feasibility calculation. The cells in the spreadsheet are colour coded for 

comprehensive use and a manual on the first sheet further explains which cells should be edited and 

how. 

 

The tool calculates the amount of energy produced from the solar cells each year during their 

lifetime, along with the savings from reduced conversion losses. The IRR and net present value is 

then calculated from the series of cash flows given by the yearly income from the electricity sales, 

the yearly operation and maintenance costs (which are set to zero as standard) and from the 

investment cost. 

 

The solar power production in a given year is estimated by 

 

𝑃𝑦 = 1000 𝑘𝑊ℎ
𝑊𝑝

⁄ ∙ 𝑆 ∙ 𝑓𝑝 ∙ 𝑓𝑢 ∙ (1 − 𝑑)𝑦−1 

 

where Py is the production in kWh in year y, S is the size of the solar cell system in Wp, fp is the 

production factor depending on the tilt and direction of the modules (given in Figure 2), fu is the 

utilization factor (i.e. how much of the produced electricity that can be used to feed the system or 

charge the batteries) and d is the yearly degradation of produced and used energy. The utilization 

factor differs between locations and system sizes and is given by the simulations. In the best case it 

is 93.2 %, which has been used as a standard value in the feasibility tool. 1000 kWh/Wp is a rule of 

thumb for yearly solar cell production for an optimally placed module in Sweden and the 

simulations shows it to be accurate. 

 

As not all produced energy can be useful, the degradation in produced useful energy is lower than 

the degradation of solar cell production. Through a curve fit to the degradation in the best case 

scenario the yearly degradation in produced useful energy is estimated to 0.64 %. 

 

In the model the price of electricity is set at 300 SEK / MWh in the base case. This is roughly the 

average spot price in the last few years. During the lifetime of the solar cells each year's production 

plus the extra gain of reduced conversion losses (see 5.2.2 Reduced conversion losses above) is 

multiplied with the price of electricity to get the income from sold electricity during the year. The 

lifetime of the solar cells is set to the industry standard of 25 years. 

 

5.4  Sensitivity analysis 

Using the feasibility tool the sensitivity of the price of the solar modules and the electricity price 

was analysed separately by numerically finding what values would result in break even and 10 % 

IRR (which is what Fortum consider necessary to make the investment). It was done both with and 

without green electricity certificates granted. All other parameters were kept as in the best case.  

 

A case where solar power feeds both subs, resulting in a larger installation and thus a lower price 

per component, was carried out in a separate analysis. An arbitrary scenario with this larger 

installation and were the price electricity was set to 400 SEK / MWh, cost of solar cells were 
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discounted further by a third of the price and green electricity certificates were granted was also 

carried out. 

 

Although the manufacturer declines that the lifetime of the rectifier could be extended by putting a 

lesser load on them, a scenario where it is extended was carried out. With no information on how 

lifetime could be affected, it was arbitrarily assumed that lifetime was extended by the equivalent 

amount of time that rectifiers would be completely offloaded. I.e. for a 0.5 kW load, each kWh 

provided by the solar cells would extend the lifetime of the rectifier by two hours. It should be 

noted that this is unlikely since the rectifiers are dimensioned after the high temporary loads and the 

base load is much smaller than that. 

 

Further calculations of specific scenarios may be carried out by any user, by using the feasibility 

tool (provided in Appendix A).  
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6  RESULTS 

Figure 18 and Figure 19 below shows the simulation results, where the peak of each curve indicates 

the cost optimized size for each station. As the station building at Avesta Storfors is set to be 

protected, it is the new Frykfors station, which has the next highest peak, that has the best practical 

conditions. 

 

 
Figure 18: Simulation results for Dalälven plants 
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Figure 19: Simulation results for Värmland plants 

 

Even in a best case scenario, using the conditions at the new Frykfors station as shown in Table 4 

blow, neglecting shadowing effects, calculating on the lowest work cost from the quoted range and 

assuming that green electricity certificates are granted, the solar cell installations fail to repay the 

investment needed. In this best case for feeding a single sub, a 2.25 kW installation at the total cost 

of 25 000 SEK (11.1 SEK / Wp) and modelled incomes described above would generate total 

revenues of 22 197 SEK resulting in a net loss of 2 803 SEK. With the industry standard imputed 

rate of interest of 4 % it results in a negative net present value of -9 339 SEK. 

 
Table 4: Conditions at Frykfors new station 

Optimal size of solar 
power installation 

2.25 kW 

Battery capacity 100 Ah 
Load 4 A at 120.4 V 
Tilt 35 ° 
Direction South 
 

As simulations have shown that all other studied locations have worse conditions, it can be 

concluded that none of them will have better feasibility. 

 

The feasibility tool is also part of the result of the project and is found in Appendix A. 
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6.1  Sensitivity analysis 

6.1.1  Cost of solar modules 

With green electricity certificates granted the capital expenditure would need to be reduced by 11.2 

% to get the investment back over the course of the lifetime of the modules. Without the green 

electricity certificates it would need to be reduced by 35.2 % to get the investment back. To reach 

an IRR of 10 %, the capital expenditure would need to be reduced by 60.0 and 73.4 % respectively 

with and without green electricity certificates.  

 

In general, the cost of solar modules needs to come down to 10 and 8 SEK / Wp respectively with 

and without green electricity certificates in order to just pay back the investment with the current 

price of electricity. 

 

6.1.2  Price of electricity 

With green electricity certificates granted the price of electricity would need to be 350 SEK / MWh 

to get the investment back over the course of the lifetime of the modules. Without the green 

electricity certificates it would need to increase to 465 SEK / MWh to get the investment back. To 

reach an IRR of 10 %, the price of electricity would need to increase to 975 and 1130 SEK / MWh 

respectively with and without green electricity certificates. 

 

6.1.3  Feeding two subs from one solar power system 

A larger installation would lead to lower capital expenditures per Wp as work cost would be divided 

on more modules as well as receiving mass discount on the larger purchase of modules and 

material. Dividing the modules between the subs would allow for more modules with another solar 

UPS extender and more cable being the only extra equipment needed. However, without green 

electricity certificates it would still be thousands of SEK from breaking even. With green electricity 

certificates and a 10 % discount on purchase it would give an IRR of 0.7 %. 

 

6.1.4  Combination of scenarios 

In the scenario described in 6.1.3 Feeding two subs from one solar power system with a power price 

of 400 SEK / MWh, cost of solar cells discounted further by a third of the price and green 

electricity certificates granted, the IRR reach 7.4 %. 

 

6.1.5  If rectifier lifetime were to be extended 

In the base case the solar cells would provide power for about half the energy consumption in the 

DC system. With the assumption that rectifier lifetime would be extended by the equivalent amount 

of time that rectifiers would be completely offloade, this would result in double rectifier lifetime. 

With green electricity certificates granted and a rectifier module cost of 38 000 SEK, this would 

lead to the IRR reaching 10 %. 
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7  DISCUSSION 

Many of the perceived advantages of the idea proved to have little worth in the end. The economic 

advantage of not having to purchase an inverter is more or less neglected by the fact that not having 

the inverter in practice disqualifies the system from the governmental solar power subsidy. There is 

no extension of rectifier lifetime, which otherwise would have been a game changer, and it is 

unclear whether or not green electricity certificates can be granted. In the end the only measurable 

economic benefits are the avoided conversion losses, which prove too small to turn the considered 

investment profitable. 

 

The combination of the scenarios studied in the sensitivity analysis is getting close to making it 

profitable enough but even then it is not reaching the required IRR of 10 %. It is also unlikely that 

such price changes will happen in the foreseeable future. 

 

While the doubling of rectifier lifetime may be unlikely, that scenario shows that an extension of 

rectifier lifetime may have considerable effects on the feasibility. If an extension could be proven, it 

would provide considerably towards solar cells at hydro power plants becoming feasible. The 

difficulty lies in researching the actual effects, if any, on the rectifiers. 

 

While prices of solar cells are following a downwards trend the work cost will likely not get much 

lower. It should also be remembered that all presented calculations are made on a best case 

scenario. Work cost itself may be up to 4000 SEK more expensive and at many locations it may not 

be possible to install the modules at optimal tilt and direction which will result in lower production 

and thus lower income. 

 

The main obstacles for making solar power at hydro power stations profitable are the small amount 

of modules needed, which drives the price per Wp upwards, and the low price of electricity in 

Sweden. Turning to larger hydro power stations than those studied here may overcome part of the 

cost obstacle although them often being located far from the offices of Fortum's engineers make 

them less favourable for pilot projects.  

 

7.1  Other potential use of solar power with DC systems 

Using solar power coupled with DC power systems on a larger scale would allow the same 

advantage of less conversion losses. The larger scale would keep costs down due to economy of 

scale, as well as making it affordable to have the metering service needed for receiving green 

electricity certificates. As computer servers run on DC a server hall could be equipped with a solar 

power fed DC system. In such a case, where the solar power is directly coupled to a business, it 

could also be used as a sales point for the product. This may be a business opportunity of interest 

for Fortum and should be further evaluated by the solar power group. 

 

7.2  Other potential use of solar power with hydro power 

To avoid having to pay feed-in tariffs for a grid connected solar power park it could be placed at a 

hydro power station with regulating ability and use the same coupling point to the grid. The base 

tariff is set from a maximum power level, which is already in place for the hydro power station. By 

using the regulation ability of the hydro power station the total output of the hydro and solar power 
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could be kept within the maximum power level. This would effectively make the grid connection 

free for the solar power park, giving it a competitive edge over stand-alone solar power parks. It 

would however also limit the hydro power production during daytime when electricity prices often 

are higher. 
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8  CONCLUSIONS 

It turns out that the idea of installing solar power at hydro power plants to feed the DC parts of the 

auxiliary power system is not feasible for any of the studied plants. Out of the hypothesized benefits 

it is only the avoidance of conversion losses in the rectifier that has any confirmed measurable 

value. That single benefit has not proved enough to overcome the high cost of small solar power 

installations and the low price of electricity in Sweden. 

 

While solar power may well be an important part of the future energy system, better applications 

than at hydro power plants can surely be found. For example it is easier for private consumers to 

achieve feasibility in small solar power installations as they will not only avoid the cost of the 

electricity but taxes and transmission fees as well. 
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APPENDIX A - SOLAR CELL FEASIBILITY TOOL 

A spreadsheet where users can enter a set of parameters such as cost of solar modules, size of 

installation and price of electricity to get internal rate of return and net present value. The function 

is further explained in 5.3 Feasibility tool in the report. Part of the result of the project. Please note 

that this is a separate file which is not available through DiVA. 

 

 

APPENDIX B - POLUSUN SIMULATION DATA 

A spreadsheet with hourly simulated production data over a full year for a 1 kW installation at each 

studied location. Please note that this is a separate file which is not available through DiVA. 

 

APPENDIX C - MATLAB CODE 

The MATLAB code is in two parts. The first part is a function that uses battery capacity, current, 

voltage and solar production data to calculate how much of the energy from the solar cells that is 

used and compares it to the cost of the system. Through looping this is done for several system 

sizes and for each year of the life time. The function is written so that it is easy to change different 

parameters for the calculations. The second part is a script that loads site data and calls upon the 

aforementioned function to do its calculations for each site and then present the results graphically. 

The codes for the function and the script are presented in an unedited state below.  

Function 

function [g] = medbatdegrad2(batkap, A, V, sol0) 
last = A*V; %[W] 
minstrlk = 0.25; %Minimistorlek att undersöka, anges i multiplar av 0.25 [kW] 
maxstrlk = 4; %Maximumstorlek att undersöka, anges i multiplar av 0.25 [kW] 

  
bateffin = 0.92; %Verkningsgrad vid laddning 
bateffut = 0.92; %Verkningsgrad vid urladdning 
DoD = 0.8; %Största depth of discharge som inte leder till livstidsförkortning 

  
degrad = 0.01; %Årlig degradering av solcellernas effekt 
life = 20; %Solcellernas livslängd [år] 

  
%Ser till att batterierna har en minsta kvarvarande laddning som klarar 12 h 

avbrott [Ah] 
if 0.1*batkap+12*A > DoD*batkap 
    batmin = 0.1*batkap+12*A;  
else  
    batmin = DoD*batkap;  

  
g = zeros(life,maxstrlk*4); 
usedkWh = zeros(life,maxstrlk*4); 
cost = zeros(1,maxstrlk*4); 
basecost = 9500; %Kostnad för Solar charger, montagematerial och installation 
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for b = 1:life 
    for k = minstrlk:0.25:maxstrlk 
        sol = sol0*k; %Anpassar produktionsdatan till aktuell systemstorlek 
        sol = sol*(1-degrad)^(b-1); %Solcellsdegradering för varje år 
        cost(k*4)=k*4*1400+basecost; %Beräknar kostnad för aktuell systemstorlek 

  
        batlad = batkap; %Laddning i batteriet 

  
        %Följande for-loop kontrollerar produktion och batteriladdning 
        %varje timme och räknar hur många kWh som kommer till nytta 
        for i = 1:365*24 
            if sol(i) > last && batlad == batkap 
                usedkWh(b,k*4) = usedkWh(b,k*4)+last; 
            elseif sol(i) > last && batlad < batkap 
                if (sol(i)-last)*bateffin <= (batkap-batlad)*V 
                    usedkWh(b,k*4) = usedkWh(b,k*4)+last+(sol(i)-

last)*bateffin*bateffut; 
                    batlad = batlad+(sol(i)-last)*bateffin/V; 
                elseif (sol(i)-last)*bateffin > (batkap-batlad)*V 
                    usedkWh(b,k*4) = usedkWh(b,k*4)+last+(batkap-

batlad)*V*bateffut; 
                    batlad = batkap; 
                end 
            elseif sol(i) <= last && batlad <= batmin 
                usedkWh(b,k*4) = usedkWh(b,k*4)+sol(i); 
            elseif sol(i) <= last && batlad > batmin 
                usedkWh(b,k*4) = usedkWh(b,k*4)+sol(i); 
                if (last-sol(i))/bateffut <= (batlad-batmin)*V 
                    batlad = batlad-(last-sol(i))/(V*bateffut); 
                elseif (last-sol(i))/bateffut > (batlad-batmin)*V 
                    batlad=batmin; 
                end 
            end 
        end 
    end 
    g(b,:) = usedkWh(b,:)./cost; 
end 
end 

 

Script 

%Forshaga  
    V_fh = 120.4; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_fh = load('forshaga.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_fh = 80; 
    %Sub 1 
    A_fh1 = 3.9; %Baslast [A] 
    forshaga1 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_fh,A_fh1,V_fh,sol_fh); 
    %Sub 2 
    A_fh2 = 1.8; 
    forshaga2 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_fh,A_fh2,V_fh,sol_fh); 

     
%Dejefors 
    V_df = 120.4; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_df = load('dejefors.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
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    batkap_df = 80; 
    %Sub 1 
    A_df1 = 2.6; %Baslast [A] 
    dejefors1 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_df,A_df1,V_df,sol_df); 
    %Sub 2 
    A_df2 = 1.8; 
    dejefors2 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_df,A_df2,V_df,sol_df); 

     
%Rottnen 
    V_r = 120.4; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_r = load('rottnen.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_r = 92; 
    %Sub 1 
    A_r1 = 3.2; %Baslast [A] 
    rottnen1 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_r,A_r1,V_r,sol_r); 
    %Sub 2 
    A_r2 = 3.2; 
    rottnen2 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_r,A_r2,V_r,sol_r); 

     
%Frykfors Nya 
    V_ffn = 120.4; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_ffn = load('frykforsn.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_ffn = 100; 
    A_ffn = 4; %Baslast [A] 
    frykforsn = medbatdegrad2(batkap_ffn,A_ffn,V_ffn,sol_ffn); 

     
%Frykfors Gamla 
    V_ffg = 120.4; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_ffg = load('frykforsg.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_ffg = 62; 
    A_ffg = 2.4; %Baslast [A] 
    frykforsg = medbatdegrad2(batkap_ffg,A_ffg,V_ffg,sol_ffg); 

     
%Untra 
    V_u = 240.8; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_u = load('untra.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_u = 200; 
    A_u = 2.5; %Baslast [A] 
    untra = medbatdegrad2(batkap_u,A_u,V_u,sol_u); 

     
%Avestaforsen 
    V_af = 120.4; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_af = load('avestaforsen.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_af = 150; 
    %Sub 1 
    A_af1 = 4.6; %Baslast [A] 
    avestaforsen1 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_af,A_af1,V_af,sol_af); 
    %Sub 2 
    A_af2 = 3.9; 
    avestaforsen2 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_af,A_af2,V_af,sol_af); 

     
%Avesta Storfors 
    V_asf = 240.8; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_asf = load('avestastorfors.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_asf = 100; 
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    %Sub 1 
    A_asf1 = 0.12; %Baslast [A] 
    storfors1 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_asf,A_asf1,V_asf,sol_asf); 
    %Sub 2 
    A_asf2 = 2.33; 
    storfors2 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_asf,A_asf2,V_asf,sol_asf); 

     
%Avesta Lillfors 
    V_alf = 120.4; %Systemspänning [V] 
    sol_alf = load('avestalillfors.txt'); %Läs in simulerad produktionsdata 
    batkap_alf = 100; 
    %Sub 1 
    A_alf1 = 3; %Baslast [A] 
    lillfors1 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_alf,A_alf1,V_alf,sol_alf); 
    %Sub 2 
    A_alf2 = 3.6; 
    lillfors2 = medbatdegrad2(batkap_alf,A_alf2,V_alf,sol_alf); 

     
x = 0.25:0.25:length(lillfors2(1,:))/4; 

  
figure 
plot(x,forshaga1(1,:),x,forshaga2(1,:),x,dejefors1(1,:),x,dejefors2(1,:),x,rottn

en1(1,:),x,frykforsn(1,:),x,frykforsg(1,:)) 
legend('Forshaga Sub 1','Forshaga Sub 2','Dejefors Sub 1','Dejefors Sub 

2','Rottnen Sub 1/2','Frykfors Nya','Frykfors Gamla','Location','northwest') 
ylim([0 130]); 
xlabel('Installed power from PV [kW]') 
ylabel('Consumed kWh from PV per year per 1000 SEK investment') 

  
figure 
plot(x,untra(1,:),x,avestaforsen1(1,:),x,avestaforsen2(1,:),x,storfors1(1,:),x,s

torfors2(1,:),x,lillfors1(1,:),x,lillfors2(1,:)) 
legend('Untra','Avestaforsen Sub 1','Avestaforsen Sub 2','Avesta Storfors Sub 

1','Avesta Storfors Sub 2','Avesta Lillfors Sub 1','Avesta Lillfors Sub 

2','Location','northwest') 
ylim([0 130]); 
xlabel('Installed power from PV [kW]') 
ylabel('Consumed kWh from PV per year per 1000 SEK investment') 

 

 


